Successful Indirect Displacement and Wellbore Cleanout in High-Angle Deepwater Well Saves 24 Hours of Rig Time

GULF OF MEXICO, USA

CHALLENGE

Perform an indirect displacement on a high-angle deepwater well, which included:

» First attempt at an indirect displacement from this TLP
» Restrictive conditions in Stage 1 of the displacement (SBM to seawater), such as:
  - Zero rotation or reciprocation of drillpipe
  - Reduced pump rate caused by need to hold backpressure

SOLUTION

CleanWell® Solutions strategy, including the integrated use of:

» Engineered BaraKlean® spacer trains
» BaraClear™ filtration services
» CleanWell® WBCO tool assembly

RESULTS

» Safely and efficiently displaced wellbore to completion brine
» Eliminated the need for a negative test, thus saving approximately 24 hours of rig time valued at USD 190,000

OPERATOR PLANS CHALLENGING INDIRECT DISPLACEMENT ON HIGH-ANGLE WELL

An operator in the Gulf of Mexico planned an indirect displacement to seawater on its Auger platform while holding constant backpressure in a high-angle well (63° maximum deviation).

ELECTING TO PERFORM AN INDIRECT DISPLACEMENT (DISPLACING THE WELLBORE TO SEAWATER FIRST, AND THEN TO COMPLETION BRINE) ENABLED THE OPERATOR TO PERFORM A NEGATIVE TEST AFTER COMPLETING THE SEAWATER DISPLACEMENT. BY BLEEDING OFF THE BACKPRESSURE THAT WOULD BE HELD DURING THE DISPLACEMENT OF SYNTHETIC-BASED MUD (SBM) TO SEAWATER, THE OPERATOR COULD CHART AND RECORD A NEGATIVE TEST PRIOR TO DISPLACING THE WELLBORE TO COMPLETION BRINE. PERFORMING THE WELLBORE CLEANOUT (WBCO) OPERATIONS IN THIS MANNER WOULD ELIMINATE THE NEED TO RUN A TEST PACKER IN THE WELL TO PERFORM THE NEGATIVE TEST, THUS SAVING THE OPERATOR AN ENTIRE DRILLSTRING TRIP.

This was the first indirect displacement to be executed on the Auger tension leg platform (TLP).

The indirect displacement method presented two major challenges that could affect the success of the WBCO operation:

» The drillpipe could not be rotated or reciprocated during the displacement from SBM to seawater.
» The need to hold backpressure during the operation would limit the pump rates that could be achieved during the displacement.

OPTIMAL DESIGN CALLS FOR SPACER TRAINS, FILTRATION, AND WBCO ASSEMBLY

The Baroid completion fluids team prepared a detailed displacement procedure based on the CleanWell® Solutions strategy. This included the integrated use of BaraKlean® spacer trains, BaraClear™ brine filtration services, and CleanWell® mechanical wellbore cleaning tools.

BaraKlean spacer trains formulated with BaraKlean-648 casing cleaner were used in both the SBM-to-seawater displacement and the seawater-to-CaBr₂/CaCl₂ brine displacement.

During the SBM-to-seawater displacement, a full BaraKlean spacer train was used (base oil spacer, weighted spacer, cleaning spacer, and high-vis spacer). No pipe rotation or reciprocation could be performed during this phase of the operations due to the rig equipment limitations. Initial seawater returns to surface had a solids content of 0.1 percent v/v.

After completing the SBM-to-seawater displacement, the first CleanWell® DrillTech® assembly was short-tripped to surface. As expected, a residual film of SBM was seen on the scraper assembly – resulting from the inability to rotate and reciprocate during the displacement.
The WBCO assembly was tripped back in the hole to over 21,000 feet (6,401 meters) measured depth (MD) in preparation for the seawater-to-CaBr₂/CaCl₂ displacement. The BaraClear filtration system was used to efficiently filter the brine during the seawater-to-brine displacement. The 1,600-square-foot (149-square-meter) filter press was equipped with 4-inch hoses to provide the filtration rates required to maintain specified circulation rates during the wellbore cleanup operations.

Tests on the brine returns confirmed a desirable final turbidity measurement of 23 NTU and < 0.025 percent v/v solids content after completing approximately two full wellbore circulations in 4.5 hours.

CleanWell WBCO tools provided additional mechanical cleaning of the casing walls and captured residual debris.

Cleannout tools included the following:
- 4 x 7-inch Drill Tech casing scrapers
- 1 x 7-inch Vali Tech® downhole mechanical filter for collecting solids
- 1 x 7-inch Mag Tech® magnet for collecting ferrous/magnetically charged material
- 1 x 5-inch Mag Tech magnet
- 1 x 4.125-inch CleanWell spiral wrap string mill

During the seawater-to-brine displacement, a second BaraKlean spacer train (high-vis spacer, cleaning spacer, high-vis spacer) was pumped to remove all residual SBM on the casing walls and drillpipe. The drillpipe was rotated and reciprocated during this displacement, which allowed the CleanWell WBCO tools to perform mechanical cleaning on the casing walls.

**ENGINEERED INDIRECT DISPLACEMENT SAVES 24 HOURS ON DEEPWATER OPERATION**

The coordination of the customized spacer trains, high-rate filtration, and WBCO tools allowed the operator to successfully displace the high-angle wellbore from SBM to completion fluid with limited drillpipe rotation or reciprocation, and restricted circulating rates.

This eliminated the need to perform a separate drillpipe trip to conduct a negative test, saving approximately 24 hours of rig time valued at USD 190,000.

When suitable for the operations and wellbore characteristics, this displacement method will be duplicated on future wells for this rig and operator.